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Edifier G5000
Wireless speakers with Hi-Res audio sound quality meet the highest digital standards. Supported music, game and movie modes will let
you choose the right tones according to the situation. An 88W digital amplifier output and built-in DSP technology deliver clear, noise-free
sound. Experience unforgettable immersive experiences and unprecedented new levels of intense gameplay. The geometric shape and
11 available lighting effects are great for complementing your gaming desk.
 
Great interior
With the flagship acoustic setup, you will detect incoming enemies without any problem and anticipate their movements in an instant.
The resolution capability of the digital  audio chip reaches up to 24bit/192kHz. The Hi-Res audio system means you can hear even the
smallest  details  perfectly.  And  the  88W  digital  amplifier,  together  with  the  titanium  treble  and  bass  drivers,  ensure  a  well-balanced
transfer. Digital signal processing technology gives you the ability to modify the sound, without losing its quality.
 
Many possibilities
Precise dynamic management of the DSP chip makes the G5000 a versatile piece of equipment with numerous applications. The three
sound  effect  modes  are  carefully  tuned  settings  to  meet  any  requirement.  To  achieve  individual  tonality  while  listening  to  music,
watching an exciting movie, or relaxing during your favorite game, all it takes is a flick of the wrist to change to the right mode.
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A comprehensive message
If  you need a device that impresses with fast and lag-free transmission in any situation,  the G5000 will  definitely come in handy. You
don't  have  to  worry  about  compatibility  issues  either.  It  doesn't  matter  what  model  you're  using  because  Edifier  features  a  versatile
range of interfaces. The built-in AUX, USB, optical  and coaxial  ports allow you to connect various accessories.  In addition, there is the
possibility of pairing via Bluetooth 5.0 version with aptX codec.
 
Energetic colors
High-end speakers combine practical yet ingenious design in a simple way. They attract attention with their modern, colorful character.
Colorful  LED  backlighting  gives  them an  interesting  appearance.  Create  your  own  gaming  atmosphere  by  choosing  from 11  available
light effects. Customize the lighting to your liking and ensure a unique gaming atmosphere.
 
Unique design
Edifier speakers impress with both functionality and unique, stylish design. Without sacrificing ease of use, quick response is possible.
Adjusting  the  design  at  a  10°  upward  angle  will  give  you  an  even  more  immersive  experience.  The  interestingly  shaped  design  is  a
remarkable addition to your gaming décor. It eliminates acoustic resonance, ensuring that annoying noises are completely silenced.
 
Kit contents:
Passive speaker
Active Speaker
Power cable
Speaker connecting cable
Fiber optic audio cable
Audio cable
USB connecting cable
Manual
Brand card
Brand sticker
Producent
Edifier
Model
G5000
Bluetooth version
V5.0
Audio decoding
APTX HD APTX, SBC
Audio inputs
Bluetooth, AUX, USB, Optical and Coaxial inputs
Noise level
≤25dB(A)
Input sensitivity
AUX: 600±50mV / Optical/Coaxial: 350±50mFFs / Bluetooth/USB: 450±50mFFs
Signal-noise ratio
≥85dB(A)
RMS
2x12W+2x32W
Frequency response
70Hz-40kHz
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Preço:

€ 269.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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